Let ;K = U((2 1) OK) be the full Picard modular group of the imaginary quadratic number eld K. For all natural congruence subgroups ;K(m) m > 3, acting freely on the two-dimensional complex unit ball, we p r o ve an explicit polynomial formula for the dimensions of spaces of cusp forms of weight n > 2. The coe cients of these polynomials in the natural variables m, n are expressed by higher third and rst Bernoulli numbers of the Dirichlet character K of K and by v alues of Euler factors of the Riemann Zeta function and such factors of the L-series of K at 2 or 3, respectively. The proof is based on detailed knowledges about classi cation of Picard modular surfaces. It combines algebraic geometric methods (Riemann-Roch, Vanishing-and Proportionality Theorem, curvature, structure of algebraic groups) with modern and classical number theoretic ones (representation densities, Tamagawa measure, strong approximation, functional equation for L-series).
Basic notions, de nitions and the main result
We denote by B = f(z 1 z 2 ) 2 C 2 jz 1 j 2 + jz 2 j 2 < 1g the two-dimensional complex unit ball. Up to biholomorphic equivalence it is the only irreducible symmetric domain of complex dimension 2. Its group of biholomorphic automorphisms is the projective group PU((2 1) C ) = PSU((2 1) C ) of fractional linear transformations. With obvious notations the corresponding (special) unitary group is de ned by U((2 1) C ) : = fA 2 G l 3 (C ) t A diag(1 1 ;1) A = diag(1 1 ;1)g SU((2 1) C ) : = U((2 1) C ) \ Sl 3 (C ):
All these real Lie groups U((2 1) C ) SU((2 1) C ) PSU((2 1) C ) = PU((2 1) C ) act transitively on B . Mainly we prefer to work with G = G R = SU(2 1). Then G (R) = SU((2 1) C ) is a simple simply-connected Lie group, see Hel], Basic de nitions and results can be also transfered to other Lie groups. The ball B can be identi ed with the coset space G (R)=K, where K = S(U(2) U(1)) is the maximal subgroup of G (R) stabilizing the zero point O = (0 0) 2 B . In order to describe the action of the Lie groups above in a convenient algebraical manner we remark that the notation U((2 1) C ) can be used more generally for the unitary group U(V ) of a hermitian vector space (V < > ) with dim C (V ) = 3 and a hermitian form < > of signature (2 1 
O K t h e r i n g o f i n tegers in K, are called special Picard m o dular groups. Moreover we call also U((2 1) O K ), all congruence subgroups ; of them and their images P; i n PU((2 1) C ) Picard m o dular groups, sometimes more precisely full, special or projective Picard modular groups, respectively, with obvious meanings. For ; K = U((2 1) O K ) and an O K -ideal a with a = a the principal congruence subgroup ; K (a) is de ned by the exact sequence 1 ;! ; K (a) ;! ; K ;! U((2 1) O K =a):
Especially, for each positive i n teger m the natural principal congruence s u bgroups ; K (m) = ; K (mO K ) are de ned. As discrete subgroups of U((2 1) C ) (or PU((2 1) C )) the Picard modular groups ; act on B . The action of P; i s e ective. All Picard modular groups are ball lattices. This means that they act proper discontineously on B and the volume of a ;-fundamental domain with respect to the G (R)-invariant hermitian (Bergmann) metric on B , which is uniqely determined up to a nontrivial constant factor, is nite. The quotient surface ; B can be compacti ed by means of nitely many cusp singularities to a (normal complex projective) algebraic surface ; B , the Baily-Borel compacti cation. By Baily-Borel' In order to nd the ring structure of R(;) it is important to know dim ; n ] for each n > 0. For reasons of proof technics we concentrate our attention to the subspace ; n ] 0 ; n ] of cusp forms. Roughly speaking cusp forms are automorphic forms which vanish at in nity (at the cusps). To be more precise, let us rst interprete automorphic forms as holomorphic sections of sheaves of higher di erential form bundles K = K n B := K n B with the sheaf K B of holomorphic di erential forms on B . The canonical action of ; on B is de ned by : ! = f d z 1^d z 2 7 ! (!) = (f) (dz 1^d z 2 ) = (f) j ;n dz 1^d z 2 : n ] is de ned by corresponding to forms ! 2 H 0 (; B K n ; B ) which c a n be extended to zero at all boundary (cusp) points P 2 ; B n ; B .
The aim of this paper is to present a universal dimension formula for cusp forms essentially for all natural congruence subgroups ;(m) of all Picard modular groups ; = ; K and for all weights n with the restrictions m > 2 to ensure that B acts freely on B , and n > 1. For its nal formulation we need (n)n ;s :
It has an analytic extension (without poles) on C . Taking into account that (p) = 0 i pjD one gets the relation
We s e t The proof of the Main Theorem consists of a long sequence of conclusions, using strong methods of algebraic geometry and numbertheory. The structure of the formula is re ected by the main steps of proof:
I. Polynomial structure: -Riemann-Roch theory on algebraic surfacesHirzebruch-Mumford proportionality theory -Kodaira-Mumford vanishing theorem.
II. First higher Bernoulli number: -cusp geometry -sel ntersections of compactifying curves via local euclidean volumina -cusp numbers via class numbers.
III. Values of Euler factors of Zeta-and L-series: -nite unitary groups -representation densities and their splitting -index formula for local congruence subgroups -strong approximation -index formula for global congruence subgroups.
IV. Third higher Bernoulli numbers: -p-adic volumes -adele groups -Tamagawa measure and -number -c u r v ature calculations -non-euclidean (EulerBergmann) volume of fundamental domains -functional equation for L-series.
The proof has been well-prepared by the classi cation theory of Picard modular surfaces. For instance, a basic reference for the cusp part is Ho80], which is not everywhere available. A new and broader basic reference will be the monograph Ho97], where also more detailled calculations can be found. In this article the reader may regard thouse omitted here as exercises. We started with the de nition of cusp form spaces, wash the dimensions stepwise by the procedures announced in I ... IV, take c a r e o n e a c h appearing constant and come to the beautyful explicit and purely Q-rational end formula of the Main Theorem, not disturbed by longer but straightforward calculations. U n f g around cusp singularities^ on ; B . The set of boundary points of the ball B is denoted by @B. There are biunivoque correspondences with the set P = P R (G ) of minimal parabolic R-de ned subgroups of G (Borel subgroups) and with the set U = U R (G ) of maximal unipotent R-de ned subgroups of G . Each boundary point corresponds to the parabolic stabilizer subgroup P G , or to the unipotent radical U of P , respectively. The Lie group G (R) acts transitively on P and U via conjugation by their elements. For details we refer to Ho97], IV. The ball B can be moved in P 2 (C ) b y a projective transformation g t o t h e u n bounded Siegel domain 
from which f o l l o ws that (U) is the center of U. Now we change over to ball lattices ; and their maximal unipotent subgroups.
De nitions 2.1 Let U = U be the (maximal) unipotent subgroup group of G associated to 2 @B. The discrete subgroup ; 0 of U is called a neat ball cusp lattice, i f ; 0 is a sublattice o f U or, equivalently, if ; 0 U is compact. A discrete subgroup ; of P = P is a ball cusp lattice, i f ; 0 := U \ ; is a neat ball cusp lattice. For a discrete sublattice i n G (R) we call 2 @B a ; ; cusp, i f ; := P \ ; is a ball cusp lattice. The set of ;-cusps is denoted b y @ ; B . The ;-conjugation class ; @ ; B is a nite set called the set of cusp points of ;. It coincides with ; B n (; B ). Its cardinality is denoted b y h(;). If ; is a sublattice o f ; K , t h e n @ ; B coincides with @ K B := @B \ (K K). 
where = Z and = Z 2 are lattices in the additive groups of R or C , respectively. We restrict our attention now to = 1. Coming from a ball lattice, ; acts on the Siegel domain V C 2 de ned in (16). By (17) the action extends linearly to C 2 . In two steps we factorize C 2 rst by and then the quotient b y . The group acts on the rst factor of C C by translations. Therefore C 2 = C C C C . We will see that the action of on C C extends to C C . On the second factor it acts by translation (see (20)). Therefore F = F (;) = F(; ) : = C 2 is a line bundle F =T over an elliptic curve T = T (;) = T(; ) : = C . The situation is described in diagram (21). 
For these explicit details we refer to BBH], Appendix B. Starting from (E h 0 ) = (T B h 0 ) or (K B k 0 ) one gets as E K on X = ; B the logarithmic bundles corresponding to the sheaves
respectively, coinciding on X f with 1 or 2 , and are de ned locally on U around t 2 X 1 : w = 0 b y
The correspondence (E 0 h 0 ) 7 ! E described in diagram (28) is compatible with tensor products. Therefore to (K n B k n ) is corresponded (K X f Tg) n , where the upper index n means tensor power, K X is the canonical bundle on X and fT g denotes the vector bundle corresponding to compacti cation divisor T. The corresponding sheaves (of holomorphic sections) are denoted by K X or T, respectively. An easy local coordinate calcultion along the rst factorisation in (28) 
Remark 3.3 The global volume parts of both Chern numbers are r elated a s 2 and 2 1 in (31), which, together with c 2 1 (P 2 ) c2(P 2 ) = 3 , is the origin of this proportionality.
Since T is a sum of disjoint elliptic curves resolving the cusp singularities, we h a ve
By (24) and (25) The rest of this section will be used to nd the formulas for dimensions of cusp forms in the above style. Comparing with (33) we calculate rst the arithmetic genus of the bundles K n X T n;1 by the Riemann-Roch f o r m ula for bundles F on surfaces X:
We apply it to neat ball quotient surfaces X = ; B with compacti cation divisor T = P i T i as above and to F = F n = K n X T n;1 . With a canonical divisor K = K X the Riemann-Roch f o r m ula translates to (F n ) = 1 2 ( nK + ( n ; 1)T ] (n ; 1)K + ( n ; 1)T ]) + (X) = (n;1) 2 ( nK + ( n ; 1)T ] (K + T)) + (X):
The adjunction formula for curves on surfaces yields Proposition 3.6 For a neat ball quotient surface X = ; B the invert ible sheaves F n = K n X T n;1 , n > 1 are cohomologically trivial in the sense that the (higher) cohomology groups H j (X F n ), j > 0, vanish.
Proof. We h a ve o n l y t o c heck t h e v anishing of H 1 and H 2 . For the latter case we apply Serre duality t o g e t H 2 (X F n ) = H 0 (X K X F ;n ) = H 0 (X K X T ;(n;1) ) = 0 :
Namely, assume that there exists a non-zero section. Then ;(n ;1)(K X +T ) i s linearly equivalent to an e ective divisor D on X. But then the positive p o wers of K X T cannot have non-zero sections. This is a contradiction to the next proposition. By Proposition 3.7 the vanishing conclusion for H 1 holds for L = K X T.
Via Serre duality w e get H 1 (X F n ) = H 1 (X K n X T n;1 ) = H 1 (X K X (K n X T n;1 ) ;1 = H 1 (X (K X T) ;(n;1) = 0 : p (E n ) = p (E n 1) p (E n;1 ) if -2D where E n denotes the unit matrix with n rows. The main role for our purposes plays = diag (1 1 ;1) . Here we h a ve the important local splittings p ( ) = p (( ;1) p (E 2 ) = p ( ;1) p (E 2 1) p (1) For the proof we used additionally the classi cation of hermitian lattices over local rings due to Jacobowitz Jac]. We look for minimal Neron pairs with respect to the lexicographical order.
For given G =Z as above the minimal Neron pairs of the local groups ; p depend on p. So it is precise to write e p instead of e, if p is not clearly xed. The notion is motivated by a more general existence theorem of Neron, Ner] Prop.20, about polynomial maps over henselian discrete valuation rings R in characteristic 0 for certain pairs (e k 0 ). We can restrict ourselves to the cases R = Z p . A polynomial map over R F = ( F 1 ::: F m ) : R n ;! R m x = ( x 1 : : : x n ) 7 ! F(x) is given by m polynomials F i 2 R X 1 : : : X n ]. Neron's general theorem says that their exist pairs (e k 0 ) o f n a t u r a l n umbers such that for each x 2 R n with F(x) 0 mod p k+e k > k 0 , (approximative solution) one can nd a solution R n 3 x 0 x m o d p k of F(X) = 0. For application to a ne group schemes over Z p one has to write the de ning equations in the form F(X) = 0 with polynomial map of the above t ype. 
In the next steps we set ! = ! (1) 
